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Introduction

The understanding of the solutions of non-linear PDEs with low regularity is a crucial problem in
analysis. The case of stochastic PDEs is examplary in this sense because one expects the solutions
to be extremely irregular, because of the presence of white-noise which is spatially �rough� and
does not allow one to make a priori sense of the nonlinearity.

The theory of �regularity structures� aims at understanding and solving general semilinear stochastic
PDEs of the type L� = F (�; �), where L is a differential operator and where � is space-time
white noise. A prototyical example of such PDEs is the so-called �34-dynamics, that is,

(@t¡�)�=C�¡�3+ �;

arising in the stochastic quantization of Euclidean field theories, where C is some constant (turning
out to be infinite). The basic idea of regularity structures is to describe the regularity of the
solution in terms of its proximity to a suitable model-dependent familiy of functions (actually,
distributions). To this end one needs also to develop a whole set of operations for such objects,
like multiplication, derivation, translation and integration against singular kernels. From this point
of view, this theory also provides a novel framework where to study classical and new problems
which are purely analytical, as discussed, e.g., in [4].

The goal of the seminar is the basic understanding of the theory of regularity structures and
possibly, as an application, the study of the �34-dynamics, as presented in the seminal paper [1],
for which M. Hairer was awarded a Fields medal in 2014.

Prerequisites

Basics in functional analysis.
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